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-Serve as a Special Staff Officer to the Commanding General for all security and law
enforcement matters
-Provide for the security of the Combat Center and safety of its personnel.
-Supervise the day to day operation of the Provost Marshal's Office.
-Lead, train, and effectively employ all personnel assigned to the PMO.
-Supervise the installation's traffic safety program.
-Supervise the installation's physical security and crime prevention program.
-Supervise the Criminal Investigation Division's activities and investigations.
-Maintain close liaison and coordinate security matters with the SJA, NCIS and unit
commanders.
-Serve as the Commanding General's liaison to civilian law enforcement agencies.

-Effectively served as Special Staff Officer to the CG on all security/LE matters, to
include; streamlining visitor access SOPs; improved TTPs for patrolling for and
responding to scrapper incidents; and 24 hour vehicle registration services.
-Efficiently managed base closure for missing weapons incident and base traffic
safety/detours during the largest road repaving project in over a decade, without
incident.  -Lead, trained and effectively employed over 120 Marines, this period
without incident.  -Managed, supervised and coordinated all day to day MP and CID
operations.  -Supervised the conduct of 75 physical security surveys, 315 criminal
investigations, 35 DUI checkpoints, 150 Random Anti-Terrorism Measures and updates of
50 PMIs/MOUs.  -Established/maintained solid rapport with SJA, NCIS, Unit Commanders
and all local LE agencies.  -Choreographed numerous upgrades for PMO;  Dictaphone,
CLETS WAN, main gate sun shade and misters, CID op fund; and unrestricted internet
access for CID operations.  -Perfectly executed FY07 budget leading to a baseline
increase from 46K to 82K; first in over a decade. Met all CY obligation rates.
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Supported the mission flawlessly, never missed a tasking, and implemented changes that
markedly improved the quality of life for all residents and workers aboard MCAGCC.
Easily the most impressive Provost Marshal I have had the opportunity to serve with.
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Enthusiastically recommended for Intermediate Level School.  Send to College of Naval
Warfare.  Of the 3 Provost Marshal's I have served with in the past six years, he is 1
of 3.  Passionate and dedicated leader - consistently produces superb results from his
Marines.  His commitment is extraordinary.  There is simply never a time when he can't
be reached for assistance.  I could not be more proud of this officer and the talent he
brings to the command.  Send to a joint staff following school.  This officer has my
utmost confidence and trust and must be selected for the grade of Lieutenant Colonel.

2 0 0 8 0 6 3 0
Electronically Signed By

Robert J Abblitt 
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Dedicated and thorough Provost Marshal.  Exceptional mission focus, while always
ensuring success through superb positive presence and leadership.  Has continued to
challenge the Marines under him to the best of their abilities and with great success.
Consistently performs the mission above and beyond expectation in every regard.  Sound
problem solver, always on the spot as PMO related problems occur.  Concur wholeheartedly
with RS - must send to Intermediate Level School and promote to Lieutenant Colonel.

2 0 0 8 0 7 3 0
Electronically Signed By

Melvin G Spiese 
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